Abstract . Let L # Kp be a p-chromatic graph and e be an edge of L such that L -e is (p -1)-chromatic . If G n is a graph of n vertices without containing L but containing Kp , then the minimum valence of G" is 0. Notation
In other words, what is the minimum value of k such that if every vertex of Gn has valence > k and Gn is at least t-chromatic, then Gn contains a complete p-graph (if n, p and t > p are given) .
For t < p -1, Turán's theorem gives~(n, (1) ~(n, Kp , p)=(1 -11(p-3»n+0(1) .
The extremal graph, i .e . the graph for given n which attains the maximum, is the following one : One can easily show that, in this case,
ICi l=n/(3p-4)+0(1), mi=3n/(3p-4)+0(1),
and from this (1) follows immediately . but we can prove only lim n -1 (n, K 3 , 4) < 5 . The case of 0 (n, Kp , t) for t > p seems to be much more difficult . E.g. even in the simplest case of 0 (n, K3 , 4) we do not know whether -3 In this paper, we investigate
where L is a given (so called sample) graph. The valence-problems are interesting only in those cases, when they are not trivial consequences of the corresponding edge-problem . The edge-extremal problem of L is to determine max {e(G") :Gn L} .
The solution of such problems is fairly well described in [ 2, 3, 71 and if we suppose that t < p -1, then
will follow immediately from the result on the corresponding edge extremal problem . Therefore we do not deal with this case . The behaviour of~(n, L, t) is too complicated if t > X(L) ; as we have mentioned, we cannot solve it even if L = K3 . Therefore we restrict our investigation to the case t = X(L) = p . But even in this case, (2) is almost always valid . The only exception is when (*)
L contains an edge e such that X(L -e) < X(L) .
Such edges are called (colour-) critical and from now on we shall suppose that X(L) = p and L satisfies (*) .
We shall prove that in this case the result obtained by Andrásfai, Erdős and Sós remains valid . Therefore,
Trivially, Kp C Un . On the other hand, Tr is a p-chromatic graph satisfying (*) and Tr Un . Tr = Kp (1, 1, r, . . ., r) has p classes . At most p -3 classes can be contained by Kp _ 3 (4 m + l, . . ., 4 m + l) C Un . Therefore, at least 3 classes of Tr are in W 6 m+ 31 Thus W6m+31 has an edge with r triangles on it . But one can easily check that every edge of W6m+31 is contained in at most 21 < r triangles . This proves (A) (see also Remark 3) .
(B) We reduce the general case to the case of Tr showing that if L is the p-chromatic graph satisfying (*), then from a(Gn) > qn and Tr C Gn follows L C Gn, if r and n are large enough . If we prove also 4 (n, Tr , p) < (q + 0(1)) n, then, for every q > q and n > n o (q),
will imply that a G" (containing Kp ) must contain Tr and therefore L too . Thus it will be proved that V) (n, L, p) < q n for every q > q and n > n o (q), i .e ., (n, L, p) _ (q + o(1))n .
(B 1 ) Let us suppose that a (G") > qn and Kp_2(r, . . ., r) C G" .
The classes of Kp_2(r, . . ., r) will be denoted by C l , . . ., Cp _ 2 . The method used here will be repeated later twice more and we shall refer to it as "estimation of the sum of valencies" . This means that we consider those edges which join Kp _2 (r, . . . , r) to G" -Kp _2 (r, . . . , r) . Their number is at least This proves the possibility of reduction to the case L = Tr .
(13 2 ) We have to prove that, if x > r, then A vertices in each class of Kp 2 (r, . . ., r) and A vertices outside can be determined so that the graph spanned by them should contain Kp _ 1 (A, . . ., A) . One short but not too elementary proof of this fact is the following one : Let rl > 0 be a small constant, depending on S and fixed only later . We select nr vertices from those joined to Kp _ 2 (r, . . ., r) by at least (p -3 + S)r edges . Let G * be a graph, the vertices of which are the considered (p -2 + n)r vertices and the edges of which join either two different classes of Kp _ 2 (r, . . ., r) or a class of it to a vertex outside . An easy computation gives that if n is a fixed sufficiently small constant, then lim e(G*)Jv(G*)2'> 2(1 -1J(p-2)) . (C) Now we prove Theorem 2 for L = Tr by induction on p . The case p = 3 is trivial and is a special case of the proof below . Let us suppose that Theorem 2 is known already for p -1, and that q > q = 1 -1 J (p -2 ), Q(G") 7 4n, Kp C Gn .
We have to prove that Tr C Gn . Let a be a vertex of Kp C G n and let Gan be a subgraph of Gn spanned by qn vertices of N(a). We suppose also that Kp - we may apply the hypothesis to G 4 n with p -1 and v, obtaining a K2 X Kp _ 3 (v, . . ., v) C G4n . Hence
Here K3 will be called the triangle of V,, .
(D) We apply the method of "estimation of the sum of valencies" to K3 of V,, . Let X be the set and x be the number of vertices, joined to at least 2 vertices of the K 3 of V,, .
The method of (13 2) now gives that either X contains at most 3 v vertices joined to > (p -4 + 5) v vertices of Kp 3 (v, . . ., v) of V" or there exist r vertices in X joined to the same pair of vertices of the triangle of V" and r vertices in each class of Kp _ 3 (v, . . ., v), determining together a Kp _ 2 (r, . . ., r) . If we add the edge of the triangle of V,,, to which each considered vertex outside is joined by 2 edges, then we obtain a K2 X Kp-2(r, . . ., r) = Tr C G n .
In this case our proof is finished . In the other case, when at most 3 v vertices of X are joined to Kp _ 3 (v ) . . ., v) by > (p -4 + S) v edges, we shall obtain a contradiction by applying again the method of "estimation of the sum of valencies" . Now we apply it to Kp_3 (v, . . ., v) : (5) 3qn-3<,(n-x+0(1))+3x=n+2x+0(1) .
Thus (6) x> 2'Qq-1)n+0(1) .
This means that (7) (1-S)x<(p-3)n(1-q)+0(1) .
(6) is a lower, (7) an upper bound for x . Comparing them we get
Here first q > q, then S (and then v which does not occur in (8)) are fixed . But a trivial computation shows that r(q) = 1 . Further, it is also trivial that T(q) is a monotone decreasing function of q, hence 7(q) < 1 .
Therefore, if S is small enough (what can be assumed), then (8) gives the contradiction .
3 . The lower estimation of 0(n, K 3 , t)
In this section, we give an example of a graph Gn which does not contain K 3 , is p-chromatic and G(G11) = n + o(n) . s Kneser conjectured [6] that the following graph is 1 + 2-chromatic : For a given m, we consider the ( 2 1 ) m-tuples of a given set of 2m + 1 elements . These are the vertices of our graph . Two m-tuples are joined if and only if their intersection is empty .
Szemerédi obtained some lower bounds for the chromatic number of this graph . We shall need the simplest case of Szemerédi's (unpublished) results .
Lemma 4 . Let c > 0 be a given small constant . For 1= cm and m the chromatic number of the Kneser-graph tends to infinity .
Proof (Szemerédi) . Let us suppose that the n-tuples of 2 m + l = N elements can be divided into t classes so that all sets belonging to the same class always have common elements . (This is equivalent to the assertion that the Kneser-graph is < t-chromatic .) We add a subset of the N elements to the i th class if this subset contains an m-tuple in the it h class . According to a result of Kleitman [ 5 ] , the number of these subsets is at most 2N-2N -r Thus at least 2N -t subsets of the N elements do not belong to any class . We know that exactly (9) Let us now consider the following graph . First we fix P and then c > 0 . If m is large enough and l -cm, then the Kneser-graph of y = (2m +l ) vertices will be > p-chromatic . Let the set of 2m + l elements be just { 1, 2, . . ., 2m + l } and the subsets be S 1 , S2, ---,S, . Let x1, .-Xh and yi i , i = 1, 2, . . ., 2m + l, i = 1, 2, . . ., h/m be new vertices . (For the sake of simplicity we suppose that h is a multiple of m .) Let us join the set Sk (which is a vertex of our graph) to yi i if i E Sk . Clearly, each S k is joined to h vertices, i .e ., has the valence h . Each x t and yi i are joined, therefore u(x t ) > 2h, Q(y i i ) > h . If now n is the number of vertices in this graph G n , then Q(G") -n/(3 + c) . Further, X(G n ) > p . It is not too hard to show that K 3 (t G' . Thus (n, K 3 , t) > n/(3 + c) .
Since c was an arbitrary positive constant, 0(n, K 3 , t) > ( 3 + o(1))n .
The construction can be modified to obtain this lower bound for every large n .
Open problems
We have already mentioned that we could not prove or disprove that ly(n, K 3 , t) 3n if t > 4 . Another problem, which we could not solve, is : whether there exists a sequence et -0 (if t --) such that where CS is the pentagon .
